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Abstract19

In this work, we explore the ramifications of the recent advancements in visual models in conjunction20

with natural language supervision. Specifically, we discuss two downstream tasks, namely 3D Object Styled21

Generation and Multi-Modal Image Retrieval. For 3D object styled generation, we provide proof of concept for22

creating styled 3D objects from textual descriptions. For multi-modal image retrieval, we prove the hypothesis23

on which the current SOTA model works and release our replicated code, which matches the SOTA performance.24

2012 ACM Subject Classification Computing methodologies → Computer vision; Computing methodolo-25

gies → Computer graphics26
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1 Introduction29

Intelligent systems capable of processing Vision-Language data by taking the best of both worlds30

open myriad new applications of Artificial Intelligence like object generation/retrieval from textual31

descriptions. The popularity DALL-E [12] gained commercially in the past year, and openAI1
32

planning DALL-E’s commercial launch2 attests to the utility of vision tools conditioned on language.33

Additionally, with more and more visual-language datasets [1] [15] [5] [16] being made public, there34

is an influx of research works exploiting these datasets to build high utility tools.35

Along with DALL-E, OpenAI released CLIP [11], a deep learning model which can learn visual36

concepts from natural language supervision. The authors of CLIP showcased the transferable power37

of the learned image features by beating previous SOTA zero-shot image classification models by a38

considerable margin [11]. CLIP’s ability to learn a shared embedding space for vision and language39

data can mold various previous vision models into vision-language models. This work explores two40

*Equal contribution
1 https://openai.com/
2 https://openai.com/blog/dall-e-now-available-in-beta/
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vision-language tasks: "3D-object styled generation" and "image retrieval through sketch and textual41

descriptions." The primary contributions of this work are as follows42

We provide proof of concept for 3D-object-styled generation from textual description.43

We release our implementation for SOTA multi-modal image retrieval. The official code has yet44

to be released, and there exists no other public implementation).45

The rest of the report is divided as follows: section 2 discusses the previous works on both the46

problems, section 3 revisits CLIP, section 4and 5 delineate the explored methodologies, section 647

describe the experiment settings, section 7 summarizes our findings, section 8 comprises of the48

proposed future work and finally section 9 concludes this report.49

2 Related Work50

2.1 3D Object Styled Generation51

After the success of 2D image generative models, the focus has shifted to the 3D domain. There have52

been attempts at 3D object generation in various formats like point cloud [20], voxel [19], mesh [8],53

etc. The novelty of CLIP-Forge is its zero-shot learning capability, which it derives by leveraging the54

CLIP model. The zero-shot learning paradigm was popularized by the works [9], and [6] on image55

classification.56

2.2 Multi-Modal Image Retrieval57

Several works have explored sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR), such as [10], [21], while [2], [3]58

have worked on it in a zero-shot context. The cross-modal task of text-based image retrieval (TBIR)59

has also seen recent success using cross-attention between images and text as in [22]. Multimodal60

sketch retrieval has also been researched extensively, as in [18] and [17]. The work in [4] shows that61

simply adding the representations of the two modalities is quite effective for retrieval.62

3 CLIP63

CLIP (Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training) [11] is a zero-shot multimodal learning model64

proposed by OpenAI through a simple pre-training task. The model aims to find a joint embedding65

space for both images and texts by contrastively forcing the image encoder and text encoder to find66

embedding vectors corresponding to the relation between the image and the text.67

In other words, CLIP tries to bring the embeddings of an image and text close together if they68

both belong to the same class and correspondingly otherwise. The result of this learning paradigm, in69

essence, permits the interchangeability of text and image embeddings of the same data in different70

modalities and creates new opportunities by leveraging this learning paradigm in downstream tasks.71

4 3D Object Styled Generation72

4.1 CLIP-Forge73

We first explore 3D model generation using text prompts. The CLIP-Forge [13] model generates74

plausible 3D voxel models of common objects, given a textual input. The work seems to be proposed75

mostly as a proof-of-concept, owing to the small number of classes of objects that the model can76

generate.77

78
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Figure 1 Contrastrive pre-training in CLIP. Image taken from here3

CLIP-Forge leverages the powerful text-image understanding of CLIP to encode embeddings that79

contain information from both text and multi-view 2D projections. An implicit decoder is trained to80

generate 3D voxel models from these embeddings.81

Figure 2 The CLIP-Forge pipeline. Image taken from the paper [13]

4.2 Text2Mesh82

The Text2Mesh [7] model stylizes a given 3D mesh by predicting color and local textures based on a83

given text prompt. The model iteratively tries to minimize a CLIP-based semantic loss between the84

text and intermediate renderings to generate a plausible output.85

5 Multi-Modal Image Retrieval86

In this section, we discuss the model "TASK-former" proposed P. Sangkloy et al. [14] for image87

retrieval using text description and sketch as input. The authors of TASK-former argue that "both88

the modalities complement each other in a manner that cannot be achieved easily by either alone."89
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Figure 3 The Text2Mesh pipeline. Image taken from the paper [7]

To empirically prove their argument, they propose TASK-former as an extension of CLIP’s learning90

paradigm for multi-modal image retrieval.91

Figure 4 TASK-former. Image taken from here the paper [14]

TASK-former accepts an optional sketch as input in addition to the text query. The sketch will92

supplement the text query by carrying information that is difficult to express as text, like relative93

positioning and sizes.94

5.1 Training95

TASK-former extensively uses CLIP’s image and text encoders to find both modalities’ embeddings.96

They propose loss terms in addition to CLIP’s symmetric cross-entropy to use both text and sketch.97

The final loss is a weighted sum of embedding loss (CLIP), classification loss, and caption generation98

loss with a weights ratio of 100,10,1, respectively.99

5.1.1 Embedding Loss(Le)

They use CLIP’s contrastive learning loss to find a shared embedding space. Contrastive loss is100

applied between image embeddings and sketch + text embeddings. They experiment with three101

combinations between sketch and text embeddings: addition, element-wise max, and concatenation.102

Experimentally addition operation gave the best results.103
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5.1.2 Classification Loss(Lc)

They employ classification loss to retain object-related features for all three embeddings.104

5.1.3 Caption Generation Loss(Ld)

Caption generation loss ensures the combined embedding has enough information to reconstruct the105

original text caption.106

6 Experiments107

6.1 3D Object Styled Generation108

We note that CLIP-Forge does not produce models with colors and texture, nor does Text2Mesh109

generate models using text. In order to produce a complete pipeline that produces 3D models using110

only text, we sought to combine the above two methods.111

112

Our proposed experimental pipeline is illustrated in Figure 5. It takes a text input and generates a113

3D voxel model using the CLIP-Forge model. The voxel model is converted into a mesh as required114

by the next part of the pipeline. Finally, the generated mesh is sent through Text2Mesh, conditioned115

by a textual input describing the required style and texture.116

Figure 5 An overview of our proposed generation pipeline.

6.2 Image Retrieval117

We implement the architecture described in Fig 4 taken from the original paper. We train TASK-118

former with the three losses as explained in section 5.1. We use a simple 2-layer MLP network as119

the classification head on top of all three encoders. Our GPT model for caption generation has six120

decoder layers and eight attention heads with 512 hidden dimensions. We train the network for 50121

epochs on 1 GeForce GTX TITAN X.122
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7 Results123

7.1 3D Object Styled Generation124

The results obtained from our proposed pipeline are shown in 6. We note that the colors generated125

on these models are satisfactory. However, the geometric texture is not as good. We speculate that126

this is partly due to the low-resolution voxel models that CLIP-Forge generates, which have to be127

later converted to mesh for input to Text2Mesh. Our experiments on higher-quality mesh inputs to128

Text2Mesh show that the model’s output is highly dependent on the quality of the input mesh.129

Figure 6 Sample outputs from our proposed generation pipeline. Models on the left are models generated
using CLIP-Forge; on the right are models stylized using Text2Mesh.

7.2 Image Retrieval130

We replicate the results proposed in the original paper [14]. Our replicated code is made publicly avail-131

able on https://github.com/md-hassan/Sketch-Text-Image-Retrieval. Moreover,132

we do slightly better for R@5 and R@10 compared to the metrics reported in their paper. This im-133

provement could be attributed to the potential difference in the classification of MLP and GPT variants134

used in the original paper and our implementation, as they have not mentioned any architecture de-135

scriptions of the MLP or GPT used in their paper.136

Method R@1 R@5 R@10
CLIP (Zero shot) 0.378 0.624 0.722

TASK-former: Feature Max 0.443 0.704 0.804
TASK-former: Feature concat 0.357 0.650 0.768

TASK-former: Feature add 0.609 0.847 0.917

TASK-former(Ours)(Sketch) 0.473 0.791 0.866
TASK-former(Ours)(Text) 0.577 0.845 0.891

TASK-former(Ours)(Sketch + Text) 0.603 0.873 0.941
Table 1 TASK-former image retrieval metrics as given by the authors in the original paper. TASK-former is

trained with Le + Lc + Ld for this table. Refer to the original paper for complete metrics. Our implementation
uses feature addition

Further, we additionally experiment by retrieving using only sketch embedding and text embedding137

and prove the TASK-former author’s hypothesis that sketch and text embeddings combinedly give138

https://github.com/md-hassan/Sketch-Text-Image-Retrieval
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better results than either independently. The results can be seen in Table 1.139

8 Future Work140

Future work on 3D model styled generation could be on generating higher resolution and more141

detailed voxel model outputs. Since this phase is highly influential on the style generation phase, it is142

vital to make improvements here. Further, we can work on inputting a single text phrase rather than143

using different text inputs for model generation and style generation. We could do this by encoding144

the text input and sending the same encoding as input to both phases.145

One another possible way of leading this project with our findings is to translate the discussed146

image-retrieval methods for 3D-object retrieval.147

9 Conclusion148

In this work, we provide proof of concept for a 3D object styled generation pipeline. Further,149

we successfully replicate the work of [14] and prove their hypothesis that adding sketch and text150

embeddings gives better results than simply using either for image retrieval.151
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